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Probabilistic inference is among themain topics with reasoning in uncertainty in AI. For this
purpose, Bayesian Networks (BNs) is one of the most successful and efficient Probabilistic
Graphical Model (PGM) so far. Since the mid-90s, a growing number of BNs extensions have
been proposed. Object-oriented, entity-relationship and first-order logic are the main rep-
resentation paradigms used to extend BNs.While entity-relationship and first-ordermodels
have been successfully used for machine learning in defining lifted probabilistic inference,
object-oriented models have been mostly underused. Structured inference, which exploits
the structural knowledge encoded in an object-oriented PGM, is a surprisingly unstudied
technique. In this paper we propose a full object-oriented framework for Probabilistic Rela-
tional Models (PRMs) and propose two extensions of the state-of-the-art structured infer-
ence algorithm: SPI which removes themajor flaws of existing algorithms and SPISBBwhich
largely enhances SPI by using d-separation.
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Theneed to represent uncertainty is a common issue inArtificial Intelligence andhasbeen themain topic of a considerable
amount of research. Bayesian Networks (BNs) are a considered formalism for reasoning under uncertainty. Introduced 20
yearsago [1], theyarestill used foragreatnumberofapplications indomains suchasautomaticdiagnostics, reliabilityandrisk
management. The success of BNs in real world applications created a need of tractable large scale complex systems. However
BNs have several flaws when considering specification of large scale networks: design, maintenance and exploitation are
difficult or even impossible tasks.
Answering this problem have been the main concern of several BN extensions using the object-oriented paradigm [2–6].
However, representing complex systems was not the single concern of the PGMs community as first-order extensions were
proposed to offer more expressive power than the propositional framework offered by BNs [7–11]. Learning being a critical
problem when exploiting BNs over large knowledge bases, entity-relationship extensions were proposed for relational
learning [12–14]. These models are all allegedly considered as First-Order Probabilistic Models (FOPM) or as Knowledge
Based Construction Models (KBCM).
The PGMs community has been very active when considering entity-relationship models and first-order models, yet
object-orientedmodels have beenmostly underused: since Object-Oriented Bayesian Networks [4,6] there have been small
amounts of contributions for object-oriented PGM [15–17]. However the need of efficient frameworks for constructing large
scale complex systems is still an active demand for many real world applications. Answering this demand was the main
purpose of the SKOOB [18] consortium (Specifying Knowledge with Object Oriented Bayesian Networks). We present in this
paper a part of the resulting work of 3 years of collaboration with researchers, experts and companies with reliability or risk
management applications.
The only existing algorithm for probabilistic inference in PRMs is Structured Variable Elimination (SVE) [15]. It exploits
structural repetition in openworlds systems to reduce the number of computations. Our first algorithm adapts SVE to closed
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world systems. Indeed, SVE does not exploit such systems despite introducing concepts that can clearly speed up inference
for those systems. We then point out several of SVE’s flaws and propose a second algorithm called Structure Probabilistic
Inference (SPI) that offers a generic scheme to structured inference.
D-separation analysis is a well known method yet rarely mentioned despite its effectiveness in speeding up inference.
There exists a simple yet effective algorithm to proceed with a d-separation analysis of BNs: the BayesBall algorithm [19]. So
we propose to adapt the BayesBall algorithm to PRMs, called Structured BayesBall (SBB).While structured inference exploits
structure repetition in a PRM, d-separation helps reducing the amount of structure required to respond to a given query.
The main difficulty of combining d-separation analysis and SVE is to not drop any structural information since d-separation
analysis tends to prune large fragments of the system. Such pruning can flatten the data, which renders structured inference
unexploitable. Wewill show that in fact both approaches are compatible leading to a new algorithm (SPISBB) and can result
in considerable speed gain.
This paper is organized as follows: at first we will propose a survey of the different BNs extensions which have recently
emerged, then we will present the object-oriented framework we use in this paper: Probabilistic Relational Models. We
will then recall the state-of-the-art inference algorithms on PRMs (and their drawbacks): ground inference and Structured
Variable Elimination. Thereafter, we will present our generalization of Structured Variable Elimination, called Structured
Probabilistic Inference and then propose an adaptation of the BayesBall algorithm to PRMs called SPISBB. The last section
will present our experiments.
2. BNs extensions: a survey
A BN is a probability distribution over a finite set of random variables (X1, . . . , Xn) coupled with a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) to encode some conditional independence so that the joint probability can be factorized using this graph :
P(X1, . . . , Xn) = ∏ni=1 P(Xi|π(Xi)) where π(Xi) are the parents of random variable Xi in the DAG. A Markov Network (MN)
is similar but uses an undirected graph to represent its relations between variables. Both are part of the Probabilist Graphical
Models (PGMs) (see [1,20] or [21] for detailed explanations).
Since their emergence, PGMs have been at the core of many contributions in the AI community. These contributions
either focus on algorithmic aspects (inference, learning) or focus on extending existing models. Sometimes, both topics are
intertwined as some extensions have dedicated algorithms. Computer sciences have always been a practical field, withmany
direct industrial applications. Yet, PGMs are remarkable as they joinedmany research fields in computer science. Probability
elicitation, data mining, reliability, risk management, maintenance, simulation, classification and troubleshooting are the
mostpopularuseof PGMs. There are similarities between the recent evolutionsof PGMsandprogramming languages. Indeed,
thefirst programming languageswere low level languages, unadapted for complex andbig programs. Rapidly, new languages
emerged offering modularity, high level syntax and programing paradigms. But in the end, these high level languages are
compiled in assembly languages to be used by the computer’s CPU. BN extensions emerged to offer better tools formodeling
complex systems or specific domains, yet in the end probabilistic inference is almost always done on BNs. In a certain way,
BNs (and MNs) are the assembly language of PGMs. Another similarity to programming languages is the recent explosion
of new PGMs, all offering specific features or representation paradigm. While we could hope for a consensus over these
extensions, there is unfortunately few hopes to find one: as for programming languages the range of applications of PGMs
is too big to hope for a universal framework. This paper cannot cover all existing extensions as there are too many of them
and some of them require theoretical background that we will leave not discussed. Here is only a short review of the most
remarkable ones: object-oriented frameworks (object-oriented BNs [4,22]), relational frameworks (Probabilistic Relational
Models [12]) and first-order frameworks (Multi Entity BNs [23], parfactors [24]). We focus on those frameworks because
they are either strongly inspired by the object-oriented paradigm or are key frameworks in the current state-of-the-art.
Still, many other extensions centered over different representation paradigms exist. Here is a short list: stochastic logic
programs [8], Relational BNs [9], Bayesian Logic programs [11], Relational Markov Models [25], Relational Markov Networks
[26], Entity-Relationship Probabilistic Models [27], Markov Logic Networks [28]. The reader may also want to refer to other
BNs extensions studies [15,16,29,30,23,21,31].
To prevent any ambiguity with the verb model, we will use the term framework to name PGMs, e.g., BNs and MNs are
frameworks, the term system to designate a specific use of a framework, e.g., the well known Asia BN from [32] is a system,
and we use the verbmodel to point out the process of creating a system using a framework.
The idea of representing relations is a fundamental challenge for computer sciences, especially in AI. The existence of
knowledge representationparadigms such as entity-relationship, object-oriented, first-order or framesprove the complexity
of such a task. For the PGMs community the necessity to deal with different paradigms appeared with the notion of BN frag-
ments. Once the idea of fragmenting a BN emerged, connecting the fragments have been the focus ofmany new frameworks.
In almost 20 years, BN have slowly evolved into several sophisticated frameworks dedicated to this task. DBNs (dynamic BNs
[33]) andMSBNs (Multiply Sectioned BNs [34,35]) were the first models where the notions of interface, structural repetition
and fragmentation have appeared. Following those frameworks, OOBNs were proposed using input and output nodes to
describe relations between fragments. Relational models completed the work by borrowing the notion of slots from plate
models and by focusing the description over the existence of relations rather than the existence of probabilistic links. Finally,
first-order models put the focus on describing relations using first-order predicates.
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Probabilistic inference is often considered the prime task of PGMs and an efficient inference scheme is essential. Formost
BNextensions, probabilistic inference reduces to ground inference: given amodel, a BN is generated andused for inference. In
some cases, specific inference algorithms are designed: time slices repetition is exploited to compute an efficient elimination
order for DBNs, hyper-tree triangulation enables distributed inference forMSBNs and first-order logic is used to lift identical
worlds for parfactors. OOBNs, and by extension PRMs, also benefit from a dedicated inference scheme: Structured Variable
Elimination [15] which is an algorithm that exploits structural information encoded in OOBNs and PRMs. However, we have
found extremely difficult to reuse the algorithms proposed in [15] and our first approach was to redefine SVE. SVE exploits
hierarchical and structured inference to prevent redundant computations. It uses the information encoded by classes to
eliminate attributes at class level, the resulting computations can then be applied to each class’ instances. SVE also suffers
from several shortcomings which have lead us to develop a new approach to structured inference. Another unanswered
issue concerns d-separation analysis and structured inference. Indeed, both approaches seem at first incompatible. Where
d-separation analysis breaks the structure encoded by classes to only consider relevant attributes, structured inference
needs that structure to detect repetitions and prevent redundant computations. We propose a solution that couples both
approaches and offers a substantial performance gain.
To conclude our survey, we would like to insist on the differences between structured inference and lifted inference.
Lifted inference is a probabilistic inference scheme that exploits FOPMs to lift identical worlds and reduce the amount of
computations with respect to a query and evidence [24,36,30,37,38]. However, our use of PRMs differs from their original
use in [15] andwe use them tomodel closed world systems, i.e., systemswith no structural uncertainty. In such cases, lifted
inference does not offer any substantial gain as there is nothing to lift. Consequently, we can not compare both approaches
as they do not apply to similar systems. Furthermore, structured inference and lifted inference are not competitive inference
schemes but two different and complementary optimization techniques. However, such topic requires to first understand
structured inference over closed world systems, which is precisely the purpose of this paper. Thus it will be irrelevant to
compare our implementation with lifted inference implementations, such as BLOG or Alchemy.
3. Probabilistic Relational Models
We will now present the PRM framework. Our definition of PRMs differs slightly from their original version that can
be found in [12,15,39]. Indeed, our purpose is to model complex systems using an object-oriented framework and expert
knowledge. We have found that PRMs are the most well suited framework for such task. However, PRMs lack from several
object-oriented concepts and we have proposed extensions in which we reinforce PRMs object-oriented aspect [40].
Fig. 1a shows a BN encoding relations between two different kinds of patterns: random variables Xi, Yi on one hand and
Uj , Vj , Wj on the other hand. We assume that the CPTs associated with random variables with the same capital names are
identical. When using PRMs, the main idea is to abstract each pattern as a generic entity, called a class, which encapsulates
all the relations between variables in the same pattern. Random variables encapsulated by a class are called attributes. So,
in Fig. 1b, C encapsulates variables Xi and Yi as well as their probabilistic relations (arc (Xi, Yi)) and D encapsulates random
variables Ui, Vi andWi. Note that in Fig. 1a there exist links between different patterns, such as links Y1 → U1 or Y2 → U3.
Classes only access to their own elements, in opposition to nodes in BNs that can be linked to any other nodes in the network.
To make an analogy with computer programming, we can say that BNs nodes are global variables and classes attributes are
local variables, i.e., visible only in the scope of their encapsulating class. Consequently, dependencies among classes cannot
be represented using BNs terminology and sowe cannotwrite for instance Y ∈ π(U). Hence classesmust have amechanism
allowing to refer to random variables outside the class. In PRMs, this mechanism is called a reference slot. Basically, the idea
is to create some pointer ρ allowing a class to extend its scope to attributes in the class pointed by ρ . In Fig. 1b, reference
slot ρ gives D access to C’s attributes, e.g., U parent is ρ.Y . Reference slots can be used sequentially to create paths, called
slot chains. Instances of a class are the use of a pattern defined by the class for some nodes in the BN. Now, as shown in Fig. 1c,
the BN from Fig. 1a can be built up from the PRM: it is sufficient to create two instances, c1 and c2, of class C as well as three
instances d1, d2, d3 of D and associate at least one instance to each reference slot of each instance. Connecting instances
through reference slots can be represented using instance diagrams, as illustrated in Fig. 1c.
Fig. 1. Analysis of the BN (a) reveals the use of two recurrent patterns, which are confined in two classes (b). Hence, a system equivalent to Fig. 1amay be built (c).
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Fig. 2. Reference slots and slot chains are used to define probabilistic dependencies among classes. Dashed nodes are reference slots, dashed links represent
reference slot’s range, solid line nodes represent attributes and solid line arcs probabilistic dependencies between two attributes.
3.1. Classes, reference slots and attributes
We will provide a concise set of cross-definitions that offer a formalization equivalent to those presented in [39]. The
most important elements in a PRM are classes.
Definition 1 (Class). A class C is defined by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) over a set of attributes A(C) (see Definition 5)
and a set of reference slots R(C) (see Definition 2). To refer to a given attribute X (resp. reference ρ) of class C, we use the
standard object-oriented notation C.X (resp. C.ρ).
Classes are an elaborate version of BN fragments, their principal enhancement is the concept of reference slots. Reference
slots indicate how classes are related to each other, not probabilistically but conceptually. This adds another dimension to
modeling with PGMs: groups of random variables are clustered together in classes and these clusters are related to each
other using reference slots.
Definition 2 (Reference slots). Let C and D be two classes. A reference slot C.ρ = D is a pointer towards a class D such that
we can access attributes or slots of D through C, e.g., A(C.ρ) = A(D) andR(C.ρ) = R(D). We say that C is the domain of
C.ρ , denoted domain(C.ρ), andD is the range of C.ρ , denoted range(C.ρ). A reference slot C.ρ is simple if it defines a 1-to-1
relation and is complex if it defines a 1-to-n relation.
If there is no ambiguity about a reference slot’s domain, we may write ρ instead of C.ρ . The previous definition is a
direct analogy with object-oriented programming languages, where objects are accessed through pointers (or reference).
Traditionally, PRMs see reference slots through the lens of the entity-relationship paradigm. Both views are compatible, but
here an object-oriented approach is preferable since we are reinforcing the object-oriented aspect of PRMs. In Fig. 1 we can
see that D.ρ is a reference slot pointing on class C and that such reference slot is used to define a probabilistic dependency
between D.U and C.Y . Such use of a reference slot is called a slot chain.
Definition 3 (Slot chains). A slot chain C.K is a sequence {ρ1, . . . , ρn} of reference slots such that domain(ρ1) = C and
range(ρi) = domain(ρi+1) for 1 ≤ i < n − 1. We denote by range(C.K) = range(ρn) its range and by domain(C.K) =
domain(ρ1) its domain.
As for reference slots, we may write K instead of C.K when there is no ambiguity about K’s domain. Slot chains are the
practical use of reference slots to connect attributes fromdifferent classes together. Indeed, since a reference slot gives access
to elements in a class, we can chain them to connect classes not directly related. Consequently, slot chains are commonly
used when defining attributes dependencies.
For example, in Fig. 2a attribute D.U is a child of attribute C.Y , both of different classes. In such case, C.Y is accessed
using a slot chain of one reference slot (D.ρ) and we say that D.ρ.Y is the parent of D.U. In Fig. 2a there is another
slot chain connecting E.B to C.Y : E..ρ . In the classic PRMs formalism, there is no graphical representation of slot chains
and they can only be deduced by existing dependencies between attributes. Such representation is not well suited when
modeling systems with many classes and complex probabilistic dependencies. A possible solution is illustrated in Fig. 2b
where attributes accessed through slot chains are represented using an node labeled by the path leading to the desired
attribute.
The notion of attribute’s types was introduced in OOBNs la Pfeffer, however we will use it differently. Indeed, types in
OOBNs la Pfeffer are inferred once an object is defined. Here, types are defined before being used.
Definition 4 (Attribute’s type). An attribute’s type τ describes a family of distinct discrete random variables sharing the
same domain τ = {l1, . . . , ln}, where n is the domain size of τ .
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Fig. 3. The power surge example. Theses classes are meant to model systems in which several computers and printers are in different rooms.
In complex systems there are oftenmany random variables sharing the same domain, thus by defining once an attribute’s
type we reduce the amount of redundant information that must be specified when modeling the system. Furthermore,
attribute’s types are a fundamental aspect of class inheritance (see [40]).
Definition 5 (Attributes). Let C be a class. An attribute C.X is a triplet 〈τC.X , π(C.X), φC.X〉, where τC.X is C.X ’s type, π(C.X) a
set of attributes called the parents of C.X and φC.X a factor encoding the conditional probability distribution P(C.X|π(C.X)).
Again, we will write X instead of C.X when there is no ambiguity about X ’s class. Attributes are equivalent to nodes
in BNs. However, at class level, attributes do not define random variables, but a more generic pattern from which many
identical random variables are created. Defining a factor over attributes is an abuse of notation, since factors are defined
over random variables. However, since attributes are patterns for random variables, the link between attributes and the
random variables they represent is sufficiently obvious to define unambiguously factors. Classes are meant to be used as
generic entities, instantiated asmany times they are used in a system. It is only after being instantiated that classes attributes
become random variables.
Fig. 3 illustrates the power surge example. We can see that four classes are modeled: Power Supply, Room, Printer and
Computer. Except for the Power Supply class, each class has at least one reference slot (dashed nodes): a room is connected to
a power supply, computers and printers are in a room from which they have access to a power supply. Attributes (nodes in
solid lines) are present in all classes except class Roomwhich is only a relational class, i.e., its purpose is to define a relation
amongclassPower supplyononehandandamongclassesPrinter andComputer on theother. AttributeComputer.state (respec-
tively Printer.state) is connected to attribute PowerSupply.state through the slot chainComputer.room.power.state (respectively
Printer.room.power.state) and attribute Computer.exists is connected to attribute Printer.state trough Computer.printers.state.
Finally, note that in Fig. 3b attribute Computer.exists and reference slot Computer.printers declarations differ from other
attributes. Simply because reference slot printer is complex and attribute exists is an aggregator (see Section 3.3).
3.2. Instances, relational skeletons and PRMs
Definition 6 (Instance). An instance c of class C is a BN fragment whose attributes are classic BN nodes generated from their
class level counterparts and where reference slots refer to sets of their range’s instances. Thus, instantiated slot chains can
be used to access instances attributes parents (if necessary). As for classes, we use an object-oriented notation to access
instances elements and use the same set of notations available for classes, i.e., A(c) refers to c’s attributes and R(c) refers
to c’s reference slots.
It is important to differentiate attributes at class level from attributes at instance level, even if they are tightly related
there is an important difference: class level attributes are not random variables and instance level attributes are random
variables. Furthermore, the family of attributes spawned from the same class are all distinct random variables. Instances in
a system are connected together to form a relational skeleton. Given an instance i and a reference slot ρ ∈ R(i), we denote
by range(i.ρ) the set of instances connected to i through ρ .
Definition 7 (Relational skeleton). A relational skeleton S is a set of instances such that for any instance i of class C and any
reference slot C.ρ = E , there exists at least one instance j ∈ S such that j is an instance of E and j ∈ range(i.ρ). Finally, we
denote by IS(C) the set of instances of class C in S .
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Fig. 4. A relational skeleton using instances from the power surge example.
Relational skeletons enforce the instantiation of all reference slots, consequently any relational skeleton models a valid
probability distribution. We will usually refer to the relational skeleton as the system, since it is the closest representation
of a systemwe can have using PRMs. The graphical representation of a relational skeleton is called an instance diagram. It is
a directed graph in which each node is an instance and edges indicate that two instances are connected by a reference slot.
We will often say that a reference slot is instantiated, i.e., it is linked to one or more instances of the correct class in a given
system.
Definition 8 (PRM). A PRM  is defined by a set of classes C and a relational skeleton S and factorizes the following joint
probability distribution:
P(A(S)) = ∏
C∈C
∏
c∈IS (C)
∏
c.X∈A(c)
P(c.X|π(c.X)),
where A(S) is the set of all attributes in the relational skeleton S .
Fig. 4 illustrates a relational skeletonwith instances from the power surge example. Dashed arcs represent reference slots
assignments, i.e., c  dmeans c has a reference slot referencing d. In the power surge example, reference slot assignments
are explicit, but for systems more complex it would be necessary to label the arcs to prevent ambiguities. For example, we
could label the arc c1  r1 with room and the arcs c1  p1 with printers.
3.3. Inverse reference slots, aggregates and output attributes
Wewill nowdefine several useful notions, either formodeling or for inference. Thefirst of themcombines twodefinitions:
inverse reference slots and inverse slot chains.
Definition 9 (Inverse reference slot). Let two classes C, D and a reference slot C.ρ ∈ R(C)with range(C.ρ) = D. The inverse
of C.ρ , denoted D.ρ−1 is a reference slot such that range(D.ρ−1) = domain(C.ρ) and domain(D.ρ−1) = range(C.ρ).
Obviously, if we can define an inverse reference slot, we can define an inverse slot chain.
Definition 10 (Inverse slot chains). Let C.K = {ρ1, . . . , ρn} be a slot chain. Its inverse is the slot chain D.K−1 =
{ρ−1n , . . . , ρ−11 } where range(C.K) = D.
Inverse slot chains are useful to retrieve attributes children defined in other classes. For example, in Fig. 3 attribute
PowerSupply.state has two children Printer.state and Computer.state that can be accessed using the inverse slot chains of
Printer.room.power (denoted K) and Computer.room.power (denoted L): PowerSupply.K−1.state and PowerSupply.L−1.state.
Similarly, the inverse slot chains of a given instance i give access to the set of instances that have dependencies on i. For
example, in Fig. 4 the instances in sets p.K1 = {p1, p2, p3} and p.L−1 = {c1, c2} are dependent on one of p’s attributes
(p.state). We will now re-introduce a notion that existed in OOBN but that was dropped in the classic PRM formalization:
output attributes.
Definition 11 (Output attributes). An output attribute C.X is an attribute such that there exists some attribute D.Y that is a
child of X accessing C.X through a slot chain.
We cannot define output attributes as attributes with children outside of their class, since such definition would discard
recursive classes. Indeed, for such classes some attributes would access to attributes of their classes using a recursive
reference slot and we would have D = C. Consequently, we must define an output attribute as an attribute being accessed
using a slot chain.
The last notion concerns aggregators. We have seen that reference slots are sets of instances when instantiated. In most
cases, reference slots model unary relations, i.e., an instance will be connected to a single instance. But in some cases, an
instancewill be connected tomany instances. CPTs arenot a reasonable choice to encode conditional probability distributions
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for attributes with a variable number of parents: since we want to keep the probabilistic semantics declared at class level,
we would have to declare CPTs for each possible number of parents. Obviously, such solution suffers from the possible large
number of different configurations. A solution proposed in the classic PRM framework is to aggregate parents using a special
arc called an aggregator. The concept comes from database theory, where several operators have been defined to handle
large amounts of data. In practice we have noticed that such arcs are often modeled as attributes with specific conditional
probability distributions, usually deterministic functions. This leads to the followingdefinition of aggregators that is different
from the one proposed in [39].
Definition 12 (Aggregators). Aggregators are attributes with a conditional probability distribution defined by a set of rules
that can be used to generate the attribute’s CPT once it is instantiated and connected to its parents.
Classic aggregators are min, max, for all, exist and k-gates. They often enable to implement optimized data-structures
preventing high memory consumptions.
Definition 13 (Ground Bayesian Network). A ground Bayesian Network is a BN B constructed from a PRM  = (C , S) using
the following steps [39]:
(1) There is a node for every attribute i.X of every instance i ∈ S , named i.X .
(2) Each i.X depends probabilistically on parents of the form i.Y or j.Y such that there exists a slot chain K with
j ∈ range(i.K).
(3) The conditional probability distribution for i.X is a CPT generated from φC.X , where C is the i’s class.
Ground BNs purpose is twofold. They enable classic BN inference algorithms and provide formal justification to PRMs.
The first point will be discussed in the next section. Regarding the second point, ground BNs provide justification because
we can see PRMs as some high-level macro language to model BNs. Even if in practice they help modeling systems too
complex to model using classic BNs, the fact that any PRM is a high level representation of a BN proves the soundness of this
framework. Moreover, the underlying BN of a PRM is relatively obvious, as PRMs offer an intuitive framework for anyone
familiar with BNs.
4. Ground inference
Determining the probabilities of some random variables given evidence is the most common query performed in prob-
abilistic graphical models (and especially for BNs). There exists a wide range of inference algorithms to compute these
distributions. They often rely in someway in a Variable Elimination scheme [41,42]. The basic idea consists of marginalizing
out random variables one by one from the joint distribution until there only remains the variables of interest (see Algorithm
1). Dechter’s Variable Elimination (VE) is representative of this class of algorithms. It first fills a pool of functions called po-
tentialswith the CPTs representing the decomposition of the joint distribution. Then, eliminating some variable Xj from the
joint probability just amounts to extract from the pool all the potentials involving Xj , multiply them and sum-up the result
over all the values of Xj , and insert back the resulting potential into the pool. Conditional probabilities P(X|e) are computed
similarly by first adding to the pool some potentials representing the additional knowledge brought by evidence e.
Algorithm 1: Variable Elimination (VE).
Input: a pool of potentials P and a set of random variables X
Output: P(X)
W ← all the variables of the potentials of P except X1
whileW = ∅ do2
let Xj be some variable inW; remove Xj fromW3
let Q be the set of tables in P containing variable Xj4
compute potential  = ∑Xj
∏
f∈Q f5
P ← (P\Q) ∪ {}6
return potential
∏
f∈P f7
The above scheme is efficient and largely depends on the order of elimination. It can be used in PRMs by applying it on
their grounded BN. However, by processing random variables separately, VE is unable to exploit the structural repetitions in
the graphical model to avoid computation redundancies.
So, ground inference’s main limitation is its lack of scalability. When using an object-oriented framework, specifying
large scale networks is simple. Let us consider the power surge example, which is a simple network. It includes four classes,
one with zero attribute, two classes with one attribute and one class with three attributes (one of them is an aggregator).
Each attribute’s domain size is binary, but the overall tree-width of the system can be large depending on the number of
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Fig. 5. Ground BNs do not encode structural repetition. This application of the power surge example contains 249 nodes, but there are only five distinct CPTs.
printers connected to computers. Fig. 5 is a sample ground network in which we have four rooms, each with 20 computers
and two printers. While this shows the benefits from using object-oriented frameworks to model large scale systems: only
the four classes in Fig. 3 are necessary to specify the ground network in Fig. 5; it also gives a good indication of the memory
consumption of generating ground BNs.
Definition 13 gives us a general outline of the grounding algorithm. Grounding a PRM is straightforward: each attribute
becomes a node in the ground BN and each CPT is copied for each ground attribute. A naïve approach would build a BN
by allocating memory for each CPT copied that way. This can cause high memory consumptions and will restrain from
grounding large relational skeletons. For example, using a PRM to represent Fig. 5 five CPTs are required (four attributes and
one aggregator), the ground BN of Fig. 5 requires 1 + 4 ∗ (20 ∗ 3 + 2) = 249 CPTs.
We could imagine smart groundBNs that prevent redundant CPTs copies. To do so,wewould need to dereference eachCPT
to a uniquememory location, so that each unique CPT is stored once inmemory. Unfortunately, such solution is inconvenient
for several reasons. Supposewe decide to use a junction tree algorithm: creating the junction tree and initializing each clique
breaks the memory gain, unless we design a specific junction tree algorithm to exploit structural repetition. By doing so,
we lose the main advantage of ground inference (to use existing inference algorithms) and we are creating a new inference
algorithm that exploits PRMs properties. Such issue occurs with all BN inference algorithms: since they are not designed to
exploit structural repetitions their intermediate computations break the memory gain achieved by a smart implementation
of ground BNs.
Fig. 6 illustrates the limitation of ground inference. We have performed inference over a system generated from the
power surge example, with three different inference algorithms: Variable Elimination (ve, [43]), ve coupled with BayesBall
(vebb, [19]) and Shafer–Shenoy’s version of junction tree inference : (ss, [44]). The queried variable is the state attribute
of a randomly chosen computer and there is no evidence. The system constant features are one power supply, forty rooms
and six printers per room. We increased the number of computers per room from ten (1441 random variables) to two
hundred (24241 random variables). The computer’s 1 memory limit is illustrated by each line ending around a hundred and
thirty computers. For this experiment we used a naïve implementation of ground BNs and we only increased the number of
computers per room, thus the tree-widths of each systems are equal, i.e., exponential in the number of printers. Computing
tree-widths is complex [45], but a BN’s largest clique is a good approximation of its tree-width. In this experiment, the largest
clique equals 27 = 128.
1 The computer was a i686 quad core @1998.0 MHz and with 3 Go of memory.
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Fig. 6. Ground inference limits.
Inference in PRMs is hard both for memory consumption and execution time, as even a simple set of classes can be used
to model challengingly large systems. The power surge example is specifically designed to illustrate that: it’s complexity is
low and its structural repetitions weak as only the Computer class contains inner attributes. Yet, even with such a simple set
of classes we can illustrated how structured inference can outperform classic inference. Finally, we can remark that despite
substantial speed gain obtained using VEBB, we will always be confronted to the lack of scalability inherent to all ground
inference algorithms. Such lack of scalability is the main motivation of the work presented in this paper.
5. SVE: Structured Variable Elimination
In [15] two new inference schemes are proposed that exploit the structural information encoded by an object-oriented
representation of BNs to speed-up inference. The first scheme, called hierarchical inference, is applied to OOBNs [4,22] and
exploits their hierarchical aspect to define optimized elimination orders. The second scheme, called structured inference, is
applied to PRMs and results in an algorithm called Structured Variable Elimination (SVE). SVE offers a dedicated inference
algorithm for PRMs modeling open world systems, i.e., systems that are only partially defined.
Let us explain how open worlds are exploited by SVE. When a reference slot is left undefined in a system’s specification,
unnamed instances are created until a valid probability distribution is obtained. How such instances are generated is outside
of this paper’s scope and is explained in [15]. The important fact is that for two equivalent reference slots, 2 the two sets
of generated instances exhibit identical structures. SVE exploits that repetition to eliminate unnamed instances only once:
when SVE encounters an undefined reference slot, it generates unnamed instances, eliminates them and caches the result.
When it encounters an equivalent reference slot that is also undefined, it accesses its cache to prevent any redundant
computations. Finally, SVE exploits a specific bottom-up elimination order (we will detail it later).
In this paper, we are interested in the following two features: hierarchical inference and structured inference. Our first
contribution is to adapt SVE to closed world systems, as Pfeffer’s version is unadapted to them: SVE grounds closed world
systems and apply ve over them. We will present how to exploit hierarchical and structural inference in such systems. To
avoid ambiguities, we will mention Pfeffer’s version of SVE as SVE à la Pfeffer and our version as plain SVE for the remainder
of this paper.
5.1. Hierarchical inference in Probabilistic Relational Models
Hierarchical inference is similar to specific triangulation algorithms used for DBNs: it exploits OOBNs structure and a
heuristic to build good elimination orders. This is possible becauseOOBNs are hierarchical, i.e., that relations betweenobjects
entail that an object will always be encapsulated into another one. Consequently, we can define an interface for each object
that will d-separate its internal components from the outer ones. Exploited such feature is called hierarchical inference.
However, such elimination is not possible in PRMs: probabilistic dependencies defined using slot chains do not allow to infer
a hierarchical order among instances from the sole information encoded by the relational skeleton. Consequently, there is
no viable solution to exploit hierarchical inference in PRMs (either in its original form or in ours) as it is done in OOBNs.
But we can adapt hierarchical inference to PRMs using a simple statement: if we cannot infer an encapsulation order
between instances, we can do so with attributes. Indeed, we can circumvent the absence of hierarchy by defining three sets
of attributes: inner, output and external attributes. We have already defined the notion of output attributes, as they are any
attribute with at least one child outside of its class. Inner attributes are any attribute ofA(C) that is not an output attribute.
2 They are two different instantiations of a class’ reference slot.
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Table 1
Resulting factor after eliminating inner attributes of the Computer class (Fig. 3). Remaining random variables belong to output
or external attributes.
Eliminated attributes Potentials
{} P(C.state|Pow.state), P(C.exists|Prnt.state), P(C.canPrint|C.state, C.exists)
{C.canPrint} P(C.state|Pow.state), P(C.exits|Prnt.state), 1(C.state, C.exist)
{C.canPrint, C.state} P(C.exits|Prnt.state), 2(C.exist, Pow.state)
{C.canPrint, C.state, C.exists} 3(Pow.state, Prnt)
For example in Fig. 3, attributes canPrint and state of the Computer class are inner attributes. External attributes of a class C
are attributes not in A(C) but present in CPTs of C’s attributes, i.e., they are accessed from C using slot chains.
We can exploit differences between inner, output and external attributes to recreate a hierarchical structure in PRMs.
Table 1 illustrates factors obtained after eliminating Computer’s inner attributes (note that the Computer class only has inner
attributes). Factor2 only contains external attributes, i.e., attributes that are not part of Computer set of attributes. Now, let
us generalize this principle. Givena class C, theCPTs associatedwith C’s attributes caneither contain inner attributes, denoted
Ain(C), output attributes, denoted Aout(C), or external attributes, denoted Aext(C). Note that Ain(C) ∪ Aout(C) = A(C) and∀X ∈ Aext(C), X /∈ A(C). The factor obtained after eliminating all inner attributes will be:
φ(Aout(C),Aext(C)) =
∑
X∈Ain(C)
∏
X∈A(C)
P(X|π(X)). (1)
There is however a category of attributes that cannot be eliminated alongwith inner attributes at class level: aggregators.
Indeed, these attributes are used to aggregate information of an unknown number of parents. Consequently, aggregators
conditional probability distributions at class level are not representative of their instantiated versions. In some cases, ag-
gregators are defined using simple reference slots, but in the general case there is no possible way to know what their
conditional probability distributions will be once instantiated. Fortunately, we only need to consider aggregators as output
attributes as we will see that they are also dependent of their instance’s context.
5.2. Structured inference in PRMs
Hierarchical inference only provides a predefined elimination order and, unfortunately, we cannot guarantee that such
elimination order is efficient in the general case. It can even be, in some situations, particularly inefficient. To increase hierar-
chical inference’s performance, we must also use structured inference. Structured inference exploits structure repetition to
prevent redundant computations in openworld systems. However, we can easily find structural repetitions in closed worlds
systems. A first kind of repetition concerns classes and their instances: each instance’s inner attributes can be eliminated
reusing a class-level elimination. A second kind of repetition is pattern repetition. A pattern is a set of connected instances
repeated throughout a system. Eliminating attributes that are encapsulated by a pattern results in factors that can be reused
in each of the pattern’s occurrences. Exploiting these patterns is a difficult task [46]. In this paper, wewill focus on exploiting
structured inference over classes. Our goal is to reuse inner attribute’s class-level elimination for each suitable instance.
We say suitable instance because not all instances are eligible to receive the factor obtained after a class-level elimination.
Indeed, evidence on inner attributes breaks structure by locally changing an instance’s conditional probability distribution.
This prevents any reuse of class-level elimination and could be a major flaw as evidence update is one of the main use
of PGMs. Fortunately, we will see that it is not that much a burden as exploiting d-separation analysis helps optimizing
inference in systems with evidence. Coupling d-separation analysis and structured inference is the topic of Section 7.
5.3. Adapting SVE to closed world systems
We will now adapt the SVE à la Pfeffer to closed world systems. In its traditional form, SVE à la Pfeffer does not exploit
hierarchical or structured inference in closed worlds. However, SVE introduces several notions that can be used in our
context andwe have adapted two of them: hierarchical and structured inference. The final notionwewill exploit is a specific
elimination order of instances called a bottom-up elimination. Bottom-up eliminations of instances consist in eliminating
instances with no output attribute first. We call such instances leaf instances.
Definition 14 (Leaf instances). A leaf instance is an instance with no output attribute. An instance has no output attribute
either because of the relational skeleton topology or because all instances that had dependencies on that instance have been
eliminated.
To understand the importance of bottom-up eliminations and leaf instances, we will consider the example illustrated
by Fig. 7. Fig. 7 represents a system containing seven instances. We can see that two of them are leaf instances: X6 and
X7 (we suppose that all instances are of the same class, name it C). The black node of instance X4 is the queried attribute.
A bottom-up elimination eliminates first leaf instances and to find them we follow inverse slot chains starting from the
queried instance. In Fig. 7, we can see that X4 only has one inverse slot chain that references X6. When a leaf instance such
as X6 is reached, we eliminate it and obtain a factor over its external attributes. X6’s external attributes belong to instances
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Fig. 7. A bottom-up elimination order recursively eliminates instances from leaf instances to root instances. Here, X6 is the first instance to be eliminated.
Fig. 8. After eliminating a leaf instance, slot chains are followed to reach other instances. Here, X3 and X4 can be eliminated but not X1: we must first eliminate
X7 and then X5.
X3 and X4. Now that we have reached a leaf instance, we follow up its slot chains to reach instances containing its external
attributes. If these instances are leaves, we proceed with their elimination, and so on.
Let us focus on X6’s elimination. When we eliminate X6’s attributes, we obtain factors over its external attributes. Such
factors are stored in a global set called the pool of factors (referred as the pool). Later on, when X3 is chosen for elimination,
we eliminate its inner attributes, resulting in factors over its output and external attributes. Since all attributes depending
on its output attributes have been eliminated, we can eliminate them if we take into account the factors in pool. Without a
bottom-up elimination, we could not guarantee that all dependencies have been dealt with. The method we described can
be applied on X6 (Fig. 7c), then X4 and X3 (Fig. 8a).
Now let us consider Fig. 8a where X1 is considered for elimination. We can see that X1 is not a leaf instance: X5 has
dependencies over some of X1’s attributes. Thus, before eliminating X1 wemust first eliminate X5. This results in a recursive
call over X1’s inverse slot chains and then over X5’s inverse slot chains. We finally reach X7 which is a leaf instance and thus
can be eliminated (Fig. 8b). Doing so allows X5’s elimination as it becomes a leaf instance (Fig. 8c). The remaining instances,
X1 and X2, become leaf instances and can be eliminated.
SVE (Algorithm 2) requires as inputs a PRM , a relational skeleton S , a query attribute Q , its instance q and a set of
evidence e. Evidence is encoded by factors over the observed attributes. SVE’s output is a factor over q encoding P(q|e).SVE
also uses three different calls to the procedure VE (lines 9, 11 and 13). How ve is used is crucial to Algorithm 2 and each call
will be detailed later on. The first step of SVE is to initialize a list and a set of instances with q (lines 2 and 3), lst’s purpose
is to proceed with a depth-first search in S and visited purpose is to prevent from visiting instances twice. Until lst is empty
(line 4), SVE picks the first element of the list, name it i, and if it is a leaf it proceeds with its elimination (lines 6–13). Three
possible eliminations can occur. If i is the queried instance we proceed with a call of ve over i’s attributes and takes into
account the queried attribute Q and factors in pool and in e (lines 8 and 9). If i has evidence, ve is applied to i’s attribute and
takes into account factors in pool and in e (lines 10 and 11). If i has no evidence, ve is applied first on i’s class to eliminate
inner attributes at class level. The resulting factors are cached to be reused at the next occurrence of an instance of i’s class.
After the class level elimination, ve proceeds with the elimination of i’s output attributes and takes into account factors in
pool and in e (lines 12 and 13). The next step of SVE is to add i’s dependencies to lst. Such dependencies include any instance
in which attributes are parent of some of i’s attribute (lines 14–18). If i is not a leaf, then we parse its inverse slot chains to
add all instances that depend on one of i’s output attributes (lines 19–24). Note that in such case, we do not remove i from
lst. Finally, once lst is empty and all instances have been eliminated, Algorithm 2 retrieves all factors containing the queried
attribute Q in pool, factorizes them, normalizes the result and returns the factor encoding P(q|e) (lines 25–28).
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Algorithm 2: Structured Variable Elimination (SVE).
Input: a PRM , a relational skeleton S , a query q.Q , a set of evidence e
Output: a factor encoding P(q|e)
let pool = ∅ be an empty set of factors;1
let lst = [q] be a list of instances;2
let visited = {q} be a set of instances;3
while lst is not empty do4
i = lst.front();5
if i is a leaf instance then6
lst.pop_front();7
if i equals q then8
VE1(q,Q , e, pool);9
else if an inner attribute of i has evidence then10
VE2(i, e, pool);11
else12
VE3(Class(i), i, pool);13
foreach slot chain K of i do14
foreach j ∈ i.K do15
if j /∈ visited then16
visited = visited ∪ {j};17
lst.push_front(j);18
else19
foreach inverse slot chain K of i do20
foreach j ∈ i.K do21
if j /∈ visited then22
visited = visited ∪ {j};23
lst.push_front(j);24
Let φ be a factor over q initialized with ones;25
foreach factor ψ in pool do φ = φ × ψ ;26
normalize(φ);27
return φ;28
Procedure VE1(q, Q , e, pool).
Input: An instance q, an attribute Q , a set of evidence e, a set of factor pool
Compute an elimination order t over A(q) \ {Q};1
foreach Attribute A ∈ A(q) do2
add q.A’s CPT to pool;3
if q.A is observed then add evidence in e over q.A to pool;4
Apply ve using t over pool;5
Procedure VE2(i, e, pool).
Input: An instance i, a set of evidence e, a set of factor pool
Compute an elimination order t over A(i);1
foreach Attribute A ∈ A(i) do2
add i.A’s CPT to pool;3
if i.A is observed then add evidence in e over i.A to pool;4
Apply ve using t over pool;5
Procedure VE1 eliminates queried instance’s attributes. We need a different treatment for this instance to not eliminate
the queried attribute. Procedure VE1 is simple: after computing an elimination order over the instance’s attributes (except
q.Q ), it adds each CPT to pool and each evidence of an attribute in q to pool. Finally, it applies ve, which proceeds with
the elimination of q’s attributes. Procedure VE2 is almost identical to procedure VE1, the difference lies in the fact that all
attributes of i are eliminated, where the queried attribute is preserved in procedure VE1.
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Procedure VE3(C, i, e, pool).
Input: A class C, an instance i, a set of factor pool
let bucket = ∅ be an empty set of factors;1
if Cache(C) exists then2
bucket = Cache(C);3
else4
Compute an elimination order t over Ain(C);5
foreach Attribute A ∈ A(C) do6
add C.A’s CPT to bucket;7
Apply ve using t over bucket;8
Cache(C) = bucket;9
foreach factor φ ∈ bucket do10
let {C.X1, . . . , C.Xn} = Scope(φ);11
let ψ be a factor such that Scope(ψ) = {i.X1, . . . , i.Xn};12
foreach Value {C.X1 = x1, . . . , C.Xn = xn} do13
ψ(i.X1 = x1, . . . , i.Xn = xn) = φ(C.X1 = x1, . . . , C.Xn = xn);14
pool = pool ∪ {ψ};15
Compute an elimination order t′ over Aout(C);16
Apply ve using t′ over pool;17
Procedure VE3 proceedswith the elimination of i’s attributes in two steps. The first step eliminates the inner attributes at
class level (lines 2–9) and copies the obtained factors into their instance level counterparts (lines 10–15). When the instance
level factors are obtained, procedure VE3 eliminates output attributes (line 17). The Cache(C) procedure returns a set of
factors associated with class C.
5.4. SVE soundness
We will now prove that SVE (Algorithm 2) correctly computes the value P(q|e) under certain conditions. To do so we
must first define a category of classes that prevents SVE convergence.
Definition 15 (Mutually dependent classes). Let {C1, . . . , Cn} be a set of classes such that C1 = Cn. Classes C1 to Cn are said
to be mutually dependent if for 1 ≤ i < n − 1, Ci is dependent of Ci+1, i.e., one of Ci’s attributes is the child of one of Ci+1’s
attributes.
Mutually dependent classes appear once a list of classes creates a reference cycle in the dependency class diagram. Such
mutually dependent classes can be instantiated into a set of mutually dependent instances.
Definition 16 (Mutually dependent instances). Let {c1, . . . , cn} be a set of instances such that c1 = cn. Instances c1 to cn are
said to be mutually dependent if for 1 ≤ i < n − 1, ci is dependent of ci+1, i.e., one of ci’s attributes is the child of one of
ci+1’s attributes.
When there are mutually dependent instances, SVE cannot converge since it will endlessly iterates over mutually depen-
dent instances. Such configurations can be encountered but we have found it particularly counter-intuitive to model such
systems in the classic PRM framework. For instance, DBN as PRMwould be represented as a class mutually dependent with
itself. SVE’s inability to deal with mutually dependent instances is due to the bottom-up elimination ordering. This led us to
its abandon and its replacement is the topic of Section 7. Thus, to prove SVE convergence we must limit its use to systems
with no mutually dependent instances.
Theorem 1 (SVE convergences). Let  be a PRM and S a relational skeleton. In the absence of mutually dependent instances in
S , SVE will proceed with the elimination of all instances in S .
Proof. Algorithm2proceedswith a depth-first search in the relational skeleton, following slot chains and inverse slot chains.
If there does not exist any set of mutually dependent instances in S we are guaranteed to find at least one leaf instance.
Eliminating that leaf instance creates at least one other leaf instance and, by induction, we can eliminate all instances of
the relational skeleton. If it is not the case, there is obviously a set of mutually dependent instances, which contradicts our
assumption that there is none. 
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Now that we have shown that SVE converges, we will prove that the attribute elimination scheme of SVE matches the
elimination performed by vewith a specific elimination order.
Theorem 2 (SVE correctness). Let  be a PRM, S a relational skeleton, a set of evidence e and a query Q ∈ A(q), with q an
instance in S . If SVE converges, then the returned factor encodes the probability P(q|e).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we will suppose that there is no evidence. 3 Let  be a PRM, S a relational skeleton and
{c1, . . . , cn} be a set of instances such that ci is eliminated before cj only if i < j and we denote by Ci the class of instance ci.
Let us consider c1’s elimination. Since c1 is the first instance to be eliminated, it is necessarily a leaf node (Theorem1). This
entails that either C1 has no output attribute or that none of C1 output attribute instantiations in c1 have children outside of
c1. Then by applying Eq. (1) we eliminate inner attributes at class level and then if there are class level output attributes, we
must eliminate them from the factors obtained through Eq. (1). Since, none of these output attributes have children outside
of c1, all information required for their elimination is encapsulated in c1. Consequently c1 is eliminated correctly and results
in the creation of factors over Aext(c1) (supposing that Aext(c1) = ∅).
Now let us consider the elimination of instance ci. We first apply Eq. (1) to eliminate ci’s inner attributes at class level,
i.e., we obtain a factor over ci’s output and external attributes. If ci has no output attribute, then it has been eliminated and
remains a factor overAext(ci) (supposing thatAext(ci) = ∅ and that the factor’s scope is not limited toAext(ci) but is a subset
of
⋃
1≤k≤i Aext(ck)). If Ci has output attributes but none of their instantiations have children outside of ci, we apply the same
reasoning used for c1. Finally, in the case where ci has attributes with children outside of it, the bottom-up elimination order
ensures that all instances that had dependencies over ci have been eliminated. Consequently, we can eliminate ci’s output
attributes if we take into account the factors created by previous instance eliminations (as in ve, we assume that such factors
are used only once and removed from the pool of factors after they have been used to create a new one). As a result, ci is
correctly eliminated and its elimination creates factors overAext(ci) (assuming thatAext(ci) = ∅ and that the factor’s scope
is not limited to Aext(ci)).
When instance cn is reached, all previous instances have been eliminated. Consequently, existing factor’s scopes are only
over attributes in cn (and the queried attributes). Then, eliminating cn can be done as explained previously, except that the
resulting factors will be over the queried attribute.
Eliminating instances c1 to cn using SVE is equivalent to applying ve over the ground BN of S using an elimination order
induced by the partial ordering {c1, . . . , cn}. Indeed, c1’s attributes elimination only requires attributes that are in c1 and
ci’s attributes elimination requires attributes that have been eliminated (Theorem 1). Thus Algorithm 2 is equivalent to ve
using a specific elimination ordering. 
We will conclude this section by discussing SVE complexity. Obviously, SVE applies at most ve n times, where n is the
number of instances in S . Since ve complexity is exponential in the size of the largest clique, we can infer that algorithm SVE
is of the same order of magnitude. However, ve elimination orders are defined using algorithms that are not constrained
by the specific ordering induced by SVE’s bottom-up elimination ordering. Thus, even if the theoretical complexity of both
algorithms is identical, the quality of the elimination ordering induced by the bottom-up elimination of instances can
considerably burden or favor SVE. However, estimating the quality of SVE’s elimination ordering can be done easily: we
simply need to compute the size of each factor after each attribute elimination. Doing so will give us the size of the largest
factor created by SVE. We can then proceed with the same operation using ve and compare each elimination order’s quality.
If the size of the largest factor created by SVE is by order of magnitude bigger than ve’s largest factor, then it would be
preferable to use ground inference or the algorithm presented in the next section.
6. SPI: a generic scheme for structured inference
In the last section, we adapted SVE à la Pfeffer to close world systems. This adaptation was mandatory because our main
concern is to help in modeling large and complex systems while keeping them completely defined, i.e., we do not want to
model structural uncertainty. In such cases we must rely on experts to model these systems, e.g., nuclear power plants. In
this section, we will show how we can enhanced SVE in our framework.
6.1. Limits of a bottom-up elimination
We have seen in Section 4 that SVE is based on a bottom-up elimination of instances. Doing so offers the advantage of
dealing recursivelywith instances elimination (the original SVE is recursive, unlike Algorithm2). However,we remarked that
some systems, withmutually dependent instances, do not allow SVE to converge (this is also true with the original SVE). We
will see that there is another important flaw in SVE regarding inference performances. Indeed, the bottom-up elimination
order used by SVE enforces elimination orders of attributes that can be particularly counter-performing for a wide range of
systems.
3 When confronted to evidence, we can replace instances with evidence by classes that directly encode the desired evidence.
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Fig. 9. A worse case scenario for SVE: each node is the only attribute of its instance (instances are not illustrated for the sake of clarity).
Fig. 10. If we eliminated inner attributes from all instances, we can create a MN over the remaining factors.
Fig. 9 illustrates a simple system for which SVE is remarkably not well suited. In Fig. 9 all instances only contain one
attribute, thus we represent instances and attributes with only one graphical element. We can immediately notice that
Fig. 9 is a polytree, consequently inference should be easy. Let us consider how SVE will proceed with the system of Fig. 9.
Let us suppose that the query is c4 and let us focus on the factors created after instances are eliminated:
Instance Factors in the pool after the instance elimination
a φ1(b1, b2)
b1 φ2(c1, c2, b2)
c1 φ3(d1, d2, c2, b2)
d1 φ3(d2, c2, b2)
Note that changing the order in which leaf instances are eliminated does not improve the quality of SVE elimination of
attributes:
Instance Factors in the pool after the instance elimination
a φ1(b1, b2)
b1 φ2(c1, c2, b2)
b2 φ3(c1, c2, c3, c4)
c1 φ3(d1, d2, c2, c3, c4)
Globally, when we are confronted with an inverse pyramidal topology, i.e., many parents and few children, SVE performs
badly. This is crucial as we are often confronted with aggregators having many parents. The bottom-up elimination of
instances forces SVE to eliminate aggregators before their parents, creating large factors that would have been prevented
with other elimination orders.
6.2. Structured Probabilistic Inference
Our proposition to enhance inference in PRMs while exploiting hierarchical and structured inference is to proceed with
a two steps inference. The first step of our algorithm eliminates inner attributes from all instances, reusing as many times
as possible class level eliminations. The second step generates the Markov Network (MN) induced by the factors obtained
after eliminating inner attributes. We then apply ve or ss over the newly created MN.
Fig. 10 illustrates the two steps with the same system of Fig. 7 in which we eliminated all inner attributes (Fig. 10b). The
factors created by the elimination of all inner attributes can be used to create theMN illustrated in Fig. 10c. SPI fixes several of
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Algorithm 6: Structured Probabilistic Inference.
Input: PRM , system S , a query q.Q , a set of evidence e
Output: a MN
let pool = ∅ be an empty set of factors;1
foreach instance i in S do2
if i equals q then3
VE(q,Q , e, pool);4
else if an inner attribute of i has evidence then5
VE(i, e, pool);6
else7
VE(Class(i), i, pool);8
Create the induced MNH over the factors in pool;9
returnH;10
SVE flaws. First of all, dropping the bottom-up elimination order allowsmore optimal elimination orders. Secondly, SPI is not
bothered by mutually dependent instances, as there is no recursive elimination of instances. SPI offers a generic framework
for exploiting structural information as the second phase of the algorithm can use any probabilistic inference for MNs such
as junction tree inference algorithms or approximate inference algorithms.
Algorithm 6 requires a PRM , a system S , a query and a set of evidence e. It returns a MN constructed from the factors
obtained after eliminating inner attributes. Algorithm 6 processes each instance one by one and either: (i) eliminates inner
attributes at instance level, except of the queried attribute if the instance is the query (lines 2 and 3); (ii) eliminates inner
attributes at instance level and takes into account evidence over the inner attributes (lines 4 and 5); (iii) proceeds with a
class level elimination and reuses if possible previous eliminations (lines 6 and 7). The final step of Algorithm 6 is to create
the induced MN from the factors in pool.
Theorem 3. Let  be a PRM and S a system. The MN returned by Algorithm 6 matches the induced MN obtained by applying ve
over the ground BN of S after eliminating ground inner attributes.
Proof of Theorem 3 is trivial and is omitted. Theorem 3 is useful as it tells us that SPI is in fact ve applied on a subset of
the nodes in the ground BN of S . The only difference with ve is that SPI prevents redundant computations by caching class
level eliminations.
7. SPISBB: SPI with Structured BayesBall
As stated by [19], d-separation analysis (with respect to structure and evidence)may induce another kind of optimization:
only a subset of the BNmay be necessary to answer a specific request. D-separation exploits the graphical properties of BNs
to prune irrelevant nodes with respect to a query and evidence. A classic example is to see nodes as valves that block or let
the flow of information pass as shown in Fig. 11 [1].
Fig. 11 illustrates how hard evidence influences the flow of information in BNs. We can see that chains (X → Y → Z)
and divergent arcs (X ← Y → Z) are both blocked by hard evidence. However, v-structures (X → Y ← Z) do not block
information when there is evidence and block it if not. The BayesBall (BB) algorithm [19] exploits d-separation to determine
the set of requisite nodes given a query and evidence. It uses an imaginary ball that bounces the BN’s nodes, following the
flow of information. In this section, our aim is to adapt such algorithm to PRMs. A d-separation analysis will help reducing
the number of computations, which can be seen as a low level exploitation of the structural information encoded in PRMs.
The BB algorithm marks BN’s nodes on the top and the bottom. The marks purposes are twofold: they define the set of
required nodes (nodes with the top marked) and how a node have been reached (marked on the top when reached by a
child and marked on the bottom when reached by a parent). We know that barren nodes are unobserved leaves in the BN’s
Fig. 11. The different influences of hard evidence on BNs.
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Fig. 12. A class with attributes A, B, C , D and its dependencies: square labels are slot chains (ρ , ) or inverse slot chains (μ, ν). Upper marks indicate required
attributes and lower marks those that were visited but are not required.
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Fig. 13. D-separation analysis with BayesBall.
DAG. We also know that when all the children of a node are barren, then that node is also barren. The BB algorithm exploits
this fact to find the set of barren nodes in a BN: starting from the query, it parses the BN’s DAG in all directions (the parsing
is illustrated by a ball, giving the algorithm’s name).
Now that we have explained how the BB algorithm works, we will discuss how d-separation analysis and structured
inference are not incompatible inference optimizations. Indeed, structured inference uses repetitions to prevent redundant
computation and d-separation analysis extracts the minimal set of nodes required to answer a query with respect to a set of
evidence. Both approaches enter in conflict since d-separation breaks the structure used by structured inference. Fortunately,
there is a trade-off between both approaches.
Fig. 13 (in the experiment section) illustrates an experiment in which we randomly observed different numbers of
attributes in the same system. We used a system generated from the power surge example with fifty rooms, ten printers
and forty computers (for a total of 6501 nodes). Queries were randomly generated and each point is the result of several
hundred of runs. The curve of Fig. 13 illustrates how much d-separation analysis is sensitive to evidence and queries (we
did not allow configurations where the query was observed). The curve is uneven because we voluntarily chose to not run
enough experiments to even it. Doing so points out the high variance of the size of the set of requisite nodes with respect to
the query and the evidence. What we must learn from Fig. 13 is that there are cases in which repetition and evidence occur.
We will present a scheme to detect and exploit such repetitions, while exploiting d-separation analysis to prune irrelevant
attributes.
To exploit d-separation and structural information we must first consider how information flows between instances in
a system. We know that attributes of different instances are connected through slot chains (inverse or not). Then, we can
consider each slot chain as an indicator of active paths between instances.
Fig. 12 illustrates how the set of required attributes can differ depending on the instance’s context. In Fig. 12b and c two
instances of the class represented in Fig. 12a are placed in different contexts during the BB algorithm (supposing we have
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Algorithm 7: Structured BayesBall.
Input: PRM , relational skeleton S , query q.Q , set of evidence e
Output: a set of required attributes
Add q.Q to be visited from a child;1
while there is an attribute X to be visited do2
if X is visited from a parent and is not marked on the bottom then3
Mark the bottom of X;4
if X is observed then5
Mark the top of X;6
foreach Y ∈ π(X) do7
Add Y to be visited from a child;8
else9
foreach Y ∈ Ch(X) do10
Add Y to be visited from a parent;11
else if X is visited from a child and is not marked on the top then12
if X is not observed then13
Mark the top and bottom of X;14
foreach Y ∈ π(X) do15
Add Y to be visited from a child;16
foreach Y ∈ Ch(X) do17
Add X to be visited from a parent;18
Return the set of attributes marked on the top;19
such algorithm for PRMs). Both instances receive the ball from X but in Fig. 12b V (or one of his descendants) is observed
and in Fig. 12c U (or one of his descendants) is observed. We can see that both instances required attribute sets differ, thus
if we want to use d-separation analysis and structured inference wemust dissociate instances with different set of required
attributes. From there, adapting BB to PRMs is trivial.
Algorithm 7 is almost identical to the BB algorithm and can be used with SPI, denoted SPISBB in the remainder of this
paper. Algorithm 7 takes as inputs a PRM, a relational skeleton a query (q is an instance and Q an attribute) and a set of
evidence. Algorithm7 supposes thatπ(X) and Ch(X) return respectively the parents and children that are in X ’s instance and
in other instances. We could choose to make the slot chains and inverse slot chains part of the algorithm’s specification but
it adds unnecessary complexity. Algorithm 7 parses the relation skeleton from attribute to attribute, updating the markings
each time it is necessary. Complexity analysis and convergence proof are identical to the BN version of this algorithm and
can be found in [19].
8. Experimental results
Probabilistic Relational Models are a difficult framework for experimenting as there are no standard system to compare
probabilistic inference. Furthermore, generating randomPRMs is difficult since there is a considerable amountof parameters:
class, inheritance, reference slots, reference chains, etc. To experiment our inference algorithms we chose to exploit two
different systems. The first one is the computer example describe in Fig. 3, the second is randomly generated PRM using a
specific layer pattern. The source code of our PRM, SVE, SPI and Structured BayesBall can be found on the open source project
aGrum.4
8.1. The computer example
For the following experiments we have used different systems created from the Class Dependency Graph illustrated in
Fig. 3. The examples we used to realize our experiments are generally composed of a fixed number of rooms (fifty in our
case) and a random number of printers and computers per room. The number of computers have an incident on the size of
the network, while the printers have a direct impact in the size of the biggest clique since every printers state are aggregated
by each computer in the same room.
Fig. 13 illustrates an experiment where we randomly observed a percentage of attributes in a system of 50 rooms, 10
printers and 40 computers (for a total of 6501 nodes). The queried attribute was randomly chosen. The curve of the Fig. 13
4 http://agrum.lip6.fr.
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Fig. 15. Comparison between SPI and SPISBB.
shows how much d-separation analysis is sensible to the set of observations and the queried node. The Markov blanket of
a variable d-separates it from the rest of the graph, which is shown when the percentage of observed nodes tends to 100
percent. When the percentage of observed nodes tends to 0 percent, the curves indicate that in the absence of information
very few nodes are required. However these results are highly dependent of the system on which we obtained them and
only indicates that we can expect d-separation to bemore efficient in the presence of few ormany observations. Noteworthy
the whole PRM is almost never needed. This confirms the utility of such an analysis.
Fig. 14 exhibits several inference algorithms behaviors in the absence of observations. For this experiment we changed
the number of computers per room from 10 to 200, with 6 printers and 40 rooms (for a total of 1441–24241 attributes).
The curves that stop after 130 computers represent classic inference algorithms used on ground BNs generated from the
experiment’s systems. The following algorithms on ground BNs were used: Variable Elimination (VE) [43], Shafer–Shenoy
(SS) [44] and Variable Elimination coupled with BayesBall [19]. We used two version of Structured Probabilist Inference: SPI
does not use Structured BayesBall and SPISBB does. The results show ground BNs limitations, as we explained in Section 4.
Fig. 14 is different from Fig. 6: we added SPI and SPISBB to the experiments and we can clearly see that they offer better
performances. In the following experiments we chose to only compare SPI and SPISBB since in most cases we could not
ground the systems used for the experiments. In the few cases where it was possible, ground inference results were to far
away from SPI or SPISBB results to provide readable figures. Indeed, we will see that in Figs. 16 and 17 SPI and SPISBB differs
only by a few seconds.
Fig. 15 illustrates SPI and SPISBB behaviors in the absence of evidence, note that SPISBB curve is close to 0. The system
contained 40 rooms with 50 computers and printers varying from 1 to 10 (for a total of 6041 to 6401 nodes). The curves
clearly show the possible gain d-separation analysis can give to inference. Howeverwemust point out that the example used
for these test gives very good performance to algorithms exploiting d-separation and they should be considered as best case
situations. Although in the worst case situation, it is easy to show that SPI and SPISBB do not differ neither in complexity
nor in time, as illustrated on the following experiments.
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Fig. 17. Inference performance under observations (8 printers per room).
Fig. 16 shows the impact of evidence on SPI and SPISBB in a systemwith 6 printers, 50 computers per room and 40 rooms.
It gives the inference timewhen the power supply’s state attribute is queried under different amounts of evidence.We chose
that attribute since it is a root node, thus by adding evidence we are certain to force new computations. We always observed
Computer’s canPrint attributes and the number of attributes observed in each room varies from 0 to 50. These results give
us the insights of SPISBB performances under heavy evidence: we can expect slower inference, even slower then SPI in
the worst case. Such worst case occurs in systems with small cliques: the smaller the cliques are, the smaller the system’s
tree-width will be. In systemswith small tree-widths, SBB’s complexity is not negligible but, where SBB is polynomial in the
number of attributes of a system, inference is not. Consequently, if we increase tree-widths we can see that SPI and SPISBB
offer equivalent performances, as shown in the next experiment.
Fig. 17 represents results of a similar experiment as the previous one. Both experiments differs in the number of printers
per room, which was raised to 8. Note, that when all computers canPrint attributes are observed, all attributes in the system
are required. As explained, by only adding two printers, SBB complexity becomes negligible with respect to inference’s
complexity.
8.2. The layer example
For these experiments, we generated a system following a layer patternwith Algorithm 8. There is a considerable amount
of parameters for generating PRMs, such as the size of the largest clique, the number of attributes per class, attributes
domain size, the number of connection between instances of adjacent layers, etc. We generated two series of tests with
the following fixed parameters: the number of attribute per class (fixed at 15), the number of class per layers (fixed at 2),
the number of average connection between adjacent instances (fixed at 33%) and the attributes domain sizes (fixed at 2).
Unfixed parameters were the number of layers and the size of the largest clique. Each results is inference average time over
20 repeated queries for each attribute in the system. The fact that some parameters are fixed and others are not is totally
arbitrary, however the choices made in this paper weremade to point up the specific behaviors of the presented algorithms.
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Algorithm 8: The layer generation algorithm.
Input: A number n of layers.
generate n interfaces;1
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do2
generate a random number of classes such as:3
• a class at layer i implements interface i;
• a class at layer i = 1 has references slots over interface i − 1;
foreach i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do4
generate a random number of instances for each class implementing interface i and such as:5
• an instance at layer i = 1 is connected to a random number of instances
at layer i − 1.
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Fig. 18. Average time in seconds to answer a query.
Table 2
Average time to answer a query in seconds.
Clique size SVE SPI SPISBB
16 0.0091618 0.0052197 0.0005057
32 0.0165648 0.0138752 0.0040092
64 0.0164954 0.0107678 0.0038977
128 0.0439906 0.0331274 0.0056779
Table 3
Average time to answer a query under different amounts of evidences.
% of evidences SPI SPISBB ratio
5 0.71882 0.00255 0.003547
10 0.66121 0.10356 0.156621
15 0.05499 0.00518 0.094198
20 0.14249 0.02122 0.148922
25 0.07031 0.00359 0.051059
50 0.01966 0.01692 0.860630
55 0.06663 0.04262 0.639651
60 0.01457 0.01249 0.857240
65 0.01116 0.00944 0.845878
70 0.00916 0.00753 0.822052
75 0.00886 0.00441 0.497742
80 0.00732 0.00624 0.852459
85 0.03334 0.02695 0.808338
90 0.00190 0.00051 0.268421
95 0.00210 0.00051 0.242857
Fig. 18 shows similar results to those of the previous experiments. SVE is StructuredVariable Elimination, SPI is Structured
Probabilistic Inference without d-separation analysis and SPISBB uses Structured BayesBall. In the absence of evidence
d-separation analysis is optimal as it prunes a large part of the system. Another point is the non negligible gain when
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dropping the bottom-up elimination. However such gain is minimal when combining it with d-separation (thus it did not
feel necessary to show SVE with d-separation analysis on the graph).
Table 2 shows results where we fixed the number of layers to 8 and we generated systems with different largest cliques
sizes. Clearly, SPISBBoutperforms SVE and SPI. Finally the variance between SVE and SPI is due to the quality of the bottom-up
elimination, the closest it is to the optimal, the closest SVE and SPI performances will be.
Finally, Table 3 shows results over systems with varying percentages of evidences. We can observe that we have results
close to the ones obtained in Fig. 13: when we have few or many observations, d-separation analysis offers considerable
speed gain.
9. Conclusion
In this paper, we want to insist on the need of a framework designed to help experts in modeling large scale system. As
an object-oriented probabilistic graphical model, PRMs offers the most performing framework suitable for this purpose.
Our first contribution is an enhanced object-oriented specification of PRMs in order to ease the use of PRMs by experts
in fields such as risk management and reliability.
Then we proposed a new algorithm SPI which is an adaptation and an enhancement of the state-of-the-art inference
algorithm (SVE) to our framework. This algorithm adapt SVE to close worlds which mainly are the situations described by
large scale system designers. We show how some flaws of SVE can be dropped and then speed up the inference task.
The last contributionsof thispaper startwithanadaptationof theBayesBall algorithmtoPRMs.Weshowhowd-separation
analysis and structured inference can be combined despite their apparent incompatibilities. While including d-separation
analysis in Structured Variable Elimination, we have raised constraints which render Structured Variable Elimination sub-
optimal. This lead us to propose a new probabilistic inference algorithm called SPISBBwhich is themain contribution of this
paper.
The development of such algorithm is mandatory for an industrial use of object-oriented probabilistic graphical models.
Wehaveobtainedexperimental resultswhich indicatedhowperforming structured inference canbe. Such results guarantees
us the tractability of PRMs for modeling large scale complex systems.
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